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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether grasp point of each target object is switched between central and peripheral
visual field conditions. We measured grasp points of a lift-up task (LT) and a pinch task (PT), that did not lift from a table, under
the three visual field conditions. As a result, in the normal condition, the grasp points of LT and PT were different and the grasp 
points of LT were almost the centers of gravity of objects. While, the grasp points of LT were switched to those of PT under the 
central visual field condition and the grasp points of PT were switched to those of LT under the peripheral visual field condition.
These results indicate that in the human brain there are at least two types of grasp point computation and the central and
peripheral vision systems respectively contribute to these computations of PT and LT.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Universiti Malaysia Sarawak
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1. Introduction
When we act in order to attain the intention of movement, we need to select one movement from an infinite
number of possible movements. For instance, when we are thirsty, we plan to drink a cup of water. In such a
movement, there is an infinite number of hand trajectories to the cup and moreover there are many ways to grasp the
cup. Thus, one solution must be selected by an appropriate criterion. From this point of view, a lot of researchers
have investigated to solve the problems based on an optimization principle to minimize a cost function using
physical parameters of human movements (e.g., [1-3]). However, physical constraints are not the only determinants
of movement choices (e.g., [4]). Task demands to attain the intended movements are also important to solve the 
problem. Fujita et al. [5] have investigated grasp points when grasping objects, using vision and action tasks with 
different task demands: a vision task (VT) that participants visually estimate grasp point with the intention of lifting
an object, a lift-up task (LT) where they reach out to an object and pick it up from a table, and a pinch task (PT)
where they reach out to an object and grasp it without actually lifting the object, with the intention of lifting the 
object. Fujita et al. [5] have reported that the grasp points of VT and LT are different from each other, those of LT 
and PT are also different and the grasp points of VT are consistent with those of PT. These results indicate that the
grasp point of an object is selected by task demand and in the human brain there are two kinds of grasp point 
calculations for the three tasks. Those different mechanisms may be explained by the perception-action hypothesis
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proposed by Goodale and Milner [6,7]: action tasks in psychophysical studies are not affected by visual illusory
stimuli because the dorsal visual stream is involved in the sensorimotor system, although perception tasks directly
related to the ventral visual stream are affected by similar illusory stimuli (e.g., [8,9]). Thus, the ventral visual 
stream may contribute the grasp point calculation of VT and PT and the dorsal visual stream may contribute the 
calculation of LT. From anatomical findings, it is well known that the visual information of the central vision
system is mainly projected to the ventral stream and that of the peripheral vision system is mainly projected to the
dorsal stream. Thus, there is a possibility that the central vision system affects the grasp point calculation of VT and
PT and the peripheral vision system affects the calculation of LT. The purpose of the current study was to
investigate the relationship between grasp point determination and the central and peripheral vision systems.
(a) Side view                                                      (b) Top view                                             
Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Participants sat on an experimental chair and the heads were fixed by a chin rest. Three IR markers were attached to
two fingertips of the thumb and the index finger and the wrist joint
(a) Cubic object                                   (b) Large objects                                                       (c) Small objects
Fig. 2. Objects. (a) Participants were trained to perform the tasks by several trials using a cubic object before the experiment. (b)(c) In the
experiments, two types of large and small objects were used. Each of the objects is white in color and weighted 300 g. The centers of gravity of 
the objects are different. OL3 and OS3 were used as a reference object where the center of gravity is the center of each object.
2. Apparatus and Tasks
The participants were seated in an experimental chair (Keiper Recaro GmbH & Co), put their jaw on the chin rest
and were fixed so as not to move the participant's body by a 4-point seat belt, as shown in Fig. 1. An electric visual
shutter (UMU Glass, Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd.) was arranged in front of the participant's head. The shutter
becomes transparent while switching on and conversely becomes opaque while switching off. An object was
randomly selected from the objects of Fig. 2(b) or 2(c) and the object was placed at 300 mm in front of each
participant. The distance between the initial position and the object was 200 mm. The participants could see the
object and their hands and arms while the shutter was transparent, and these were invisible while the shutter was
opaque. In the experiments, we measured grasp points of the lift-up task (LT) and the pinch task (PT) used in Fujita
et al. [5]. For the lift-up task, after the visual shutter became transparent, the participants reached for the object,
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grasped it with a precision grip of the thumb and the index finger of the right hand, and lifted it up from the table.
Although the pinch task is considered as the same action task as LT, the participants were instructed not to lift its
grasped object from the table and perform PT with the intention of lifting the object. Thus, they did not actually lift 
it in PT. By attaching infrared light-emitting diodes (IR LED markers) to the fingertips of the thumb and the index
finger and the wrist joint, grasp points were measured by a three dimensional motion measurement device
(OPTOTRAK 3020, Northern Digital, Inc.).  
In this study, grasp points of the objects were measured under the three conditions for each of LT and PT: a 
normal vision condition (NVC), a central visual field condition (CVC) and a peripheral visual field condition
(PVC). In NVC, the visual fields of the participants were not restricted: the participants could see freely the object 
and their hands and arms. Whereas, the visual fields in CVC were restricted by the goggles, as shown in Fig. 3. Two
plates were attached to the goggles, each plate had a pinhole, and the visual angle was changed by adjusting both of 
size of the pinholes and positions of the plates. The visual angles were changed in each experimental condition. In 
PVC, the participants had executed each task while gazing a fixation point. There were four fixation points arranged
around the object, as shown in Fig. 4(a). One of them was lighted before task execution and participants performed
each task while gazing the lighted LED.
                                                  (a) Central visual field condition                                                (b) Goggles
Fig. 3. Central visual field condition. (a) Participants wore the goggles that the visual fields were restricted. (b) Two plates with pinholes were
attached to the goggles and the visual angles were changed by adjusting both of size of the pinholes and position of the plates
(a) Positions of gaze points (b) Gaze board
Fig. 4. Peripheral visual field condition. Four blue LEDs were attached to a black gaze board and those were arranged to be visible to the upper 
and lower sides of an object. One of them was lighted before task execution and participants performed each task while gazing the lighted LED.
3. Experiment 1
3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants
The participants were 10 healthy young adults (age 18-24 years) that were students in University of Fukui, Japan.
All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive to the purpose of the
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experiment. The participants provided informed consent and were paid for their participant. They did not participate 
in the other experiments in this study. 
3.1.2. Experimental condition 
Ten participants were divided into two groups (G1 and G2). In each group, grasp points for LT and PT were 
measured under NVC, CVC and PVC. The participants in G1 performed in order of NVC, CVC and PVC. The 
participants in G2 performed in order of NVC, PVC and CVC. The five large objects of Fig. 2(b) were used. The 
visual angle of CVC was set to 6 deg (±3 deg) by adjusting both of size and position of the two pinholes of the 
goggles before the measurement experiment. The visible range of the object is shown in Fig. 5(a). The four fixation 
points of PVC were arranged as shown in Fig. 4(a). The total numbers of trials in NVC, CVC and PVC were 10 (5 
objects x 2 tasks) , 10 (5 objects x 2 tasks) and 40 (5 objects x 4 gaze points x 2 tasks), respectively. In each 
condition, the order of pair of object and task for each trial was random. 
3.1.3. Procedure 
For all the tasks, before and during the experiment, we instructed the participants to execute each task with the 
intent to pick up each object using a balanced lift. Moreover, we instructed the participants to concentrate their 
attention on the task execution after the first beep and then to maintain their fingertips in the initial position until the 
second beep. The visual shutter became transparent at the same time of the second beep. The participants 
immediately started to execute each task after the visual shutter was transparent. They returned to the initial position 
after the third beep. The task (LT or PT) of the next trial was announced to each participant before the first beep of 
each trial. 
3.2. Data analysis 
Because the IR LED markers were attached to the skin surfaces of the fingertips, there is a positional error 
between the position of each IR LED marker and the position that must be measured. Before the experiments, we 
calibrated to decrease the positional errors by using the premeasured correct positions. The maximum positional 
error was within 1 mm. These IR LED markers' positions were measured using a sampling rate of 200 Hz and these 
measured data were filtered with a second order dual pass 10 Hz Butterworth filter. The grasp points were 
calculated as the center of the two fingertip positions when they grasped the object. For grasp points, the coordinate 
origin was the left of each object and the right direction (as seen from the participant) was positive. The center of 
gravity for each object was measured before the experiments. Because the centers of gravity of the objects were 
different, the measured grasp points were normalized: normalized grasp point = (distance from the center to grasp 
point)/(distance from the center to the center of gravity). For statistical analysis in the experiments, we used the 
measured grasp points of all the trials of each participant because there was no failure trial. 
3.3. Results 
The grasp points of NVC, CVC and PVC are shown in Figs. 6(a), 6(b) and 7, respectively. An one-way repeated 
measures ANOVA (OR-ANOVA) was run on the normalized grasp points for the gaze points (P1, P2, P3 and P4). 
There was no significant main effect of the four gaze points in PVC (F(3, 27)= 2.94, p>.05). Moreover, an OR-
ANOVA was run on the normalized grasp points for the six vision-task conditions (NVC-LT, NVC-PT, CVC-LT, 
CVC-PT, PVC-LT and PVC-PT). The grasp points of OL3 were removed in this statistical test because the center of 
gravity of OL3 is the center of the object, the normalized grasp points of the four gaze points were averaged and 
those of the four objects (OL1, OL2, OL4 and OL5) were also averaged. There was significant main effect of 
vision-task condition (F(5, 45)= 83.09, p<.05), see the left part of Fig. 8. -hoc comparison of the above 
ANOVA was performed. The three pairs of NVC-LT, PVC-LT and PVC-PT were no significant difference (p>.05) 
and the three pairs of NVC-PT, CVC-LT and CVC-PT were also no significant difference (p>.05). The differences 
of the other pairs were significant (p<.05). Moreover, an OR-ANOVA was run on the grasp points of OL3 for all the 
vision-task conditions. There was no significant main effect of the grasp points of OL3 (F(5,45)=0.80, p>.05).  
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             Large object, ± 3 deg           Small object, ± 3 deg    Small object,± 6 deg         Large object, ± 6 deg        Small object, ± 8 deg 
                       (a) CVC                                (b) CVC-A                      (c) CVC-B                        (d) CVC-C                           (e) CVC-D 
Fig. 5. Each visible range of the object in the central visual field condition. 
 
           
                                                   (a) Normal vision condition (NVC)                      (b) Central visual field condition (CVC) 
Fig. 6. Grasp points of the normal and central visual field conditions. The grasp points were determined as the distance from the left edge of each 
object. Horizontal dotted line of each object expresses the center of gravity, and vertical solid line of each point expresses the standard deviation 
of the grasp points for the participants. 
 
           
                                                            (a) Gaze point (P1: 20 deg)                                        (b) Gaze point (P2: 10 deg) 
Fig. 7. Grasp points of P1 and P2 in the peripheral visual field condition (PVC). The grasp points were determined as the distance from the left 
edge of each object. Horizontal dotted line of each object expresses the center of gravity, and vertical solid line of each point expresses the 
standard deviation of the grasp points for the participants. 
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Fig. 8. Normalized Grasp points. The vertical line for each plot expresses the standard deviation and the horizontal dotted line expresses the 
position of the center of gravity. 
4. Experiment 2 
4.1. Method 
4.1.1. Participants 
The participants were 7 healthy young adults (age 19-22 years) that were students in University of Fukui, Japan. 
All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive to the purpose of the 
experiment. The participants provided informed consent and were paid for their participant. They did not participate 
in the other experiments in this study. 
4.1.2. Experimental condition 
In this experiment, grasp points in PVC were measured using different object size from Experiment 1. Seven 
participants performed in order of NVC and PVC. The five small objects of Fig. 2(c) were used. The four fixation 
points were the same as Experiment 1. The total numbers of trials in NVC and PVC were 10 (5 objects x 2 tasks) 
and 40 (5 objects x 4 gaze points x 2 tasks), respectively. In each condition, the order of pair of object and task for 
each trial was random. The experimental procedure and the data analysis were the same as Experiment 1. 
4.2. Results 
An OR-ANOVA was run on the normalized grasp points for the four gaze points. There was no significant main 
effect of the four gaze points in PVC (F(3, 18)= 0.83, p>.05). Moreover, an OR-ANOVA was run on the normalized 
grasp points for the four vision-task conditions (NVC-LT, NVC-PT, PVC-LT and PVC-PT). In this statistical test, 
the grasp points of OS3 were removed, the normalized grasp points of the four gaze points were averaged and those 
of the four objects were also averaged. There was significant main effect of vision-task condition (F(3, 18)= 40.11, 
p<.05), see Experiment 2 of Fig. 8. -hoc comparison of the above ANOVA was performed. The three 
pairs of NVC-LT, PVC-LT and PVC-PT were no significant difference (p>.05) and the three pairs of NVC-PT and 
the others were significant difference (p<.05). Moreover, an OR-ANOVA was run on the grasp points of OS3 for all 
the vision-task conditions. There was no significant main effect of the grasp points of OL3 (F(3,18)=0.66, p>.05). 
5. Experiment 3 
5.1. Method 
5.1.1. Participants 
The participants were 10 healthy young adults (age 20-24 years) that were students in University of Fukui, Japan. 
All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive to the purpose of the 
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experiment. The participants provided informed consent and were paid for their participant. They did not participate 
in the other experiments in this study. 
5.1.2. Experimental condition 
In this experiment, grasp points in CVC were measured using different visible visual angle and object size from 
Experiment 1. Ten participants were divided into two groups (G1 and G2). In each group, grasp points for LT and 
PT were measured under NVC, CVC-A and CVC-B. The visual angle of CVC-A was set to 6 deg (±3 deg) and that 
of CVC-B was set to 12 deg (±6 deg). The participants in G1 performed in order of NVC, CVC-A and CVC-B, and 
the participants in G2 performed in order of NVC, CVC-B and CVC-A. The five small objects of Fig. 2(c) were 
used. The visible range of the object in CVC-A is shown in Fig. 5(b) and that in CVC-B is shown in Fig. 5(c). The 
total numbers of trials in NVC, CVC-A and CVC-B were 10 (5 objects x 2 tasks), 10 (5 objects x 2 tasks) and 10 (5 
objects x 2 tasks), respectively. In each condition, the order of pair of object and task for each trial was random. The 
experimental procedure and the data analysis were the same as Experiment 1. 
5.2. Results 
Am OR-ANOVA was run on the normalized grasp points for the six vision-task conditions (NVC-LT, NVC-PT, 
CVC-A-LT, CVC-A-PT, CVC-B-LT and CVC-B-PT). In this statistical test, the grasp points of OS3 were removed 
and those of the four objects were averaged. There was significant main effect of vision-task condition (F(5, 45)= 
40.59, p<.05), see Experiment 3 of Fig. 8. -hoc comparison of the above ANOVA was performed. The 
six pairs of NVC-PT, CVC-A-LT, CVC-A-PT and CVC-B-PT were no significant difference (p>.05) and the pair of 
NVC-LT and CVC-B-LT was no significant difference (p>.05). The differences of the other pairs were significant 
(p<.05). Moreover, an OR-ANOVA was run on the grasp points of OS3 for all the vision-task conditions. There was 
no significant main effect of the grasp points of OL3 (F(5,45)=1.51, p>.05). 
6. Experiment 4 
6.1. Method 
6.1.1. Participants 
The participants were 10 healthy young adults (age 21-25 years) that were students in University of Fukui, Japan. 
All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive to the purpose of the 
experiment. The participants provided informed consent and were paid for their participant. They did not participate 
in the other experiments in this study. 
6.1.2. Experimental condition 
Ten participants were divided into two groups (G1 and G2). In each group, grasp points for LT and PT were 
measured under CVC-C and CVC-D. The visual angle of CVC-C was set to 12 deg (±6 deg) and that of CVC-D 
was set to 16 deg (±8 deg). The participants in G1 performed in order of CVC-C and CVC-D, and the participants 
in G2 performed in order of CVC-D and CVC-C. In CVC-C, the five large objects of Fig. 2(b) were used and in 
CVC-D the five small objects of Fig. 2(c) were used. The visible range of the large object in CVC-C is shown in 
Fig. 5(d) and that of the small objects in CVC-D is shown in Fig. 5(e). The total numbers of trials in CVC-C and 
CVC-D were 10 (5 objects x 2 tasks) and 10 (5 objects x 2 tasks), respectively. In each condition, the order of pair 
of object and task for each trial was random. The experiment procedure and the data analysis were the same as 
Experiment 1. 
6.2. Results 
An OR-ANOVA was run on the normalized grasp points for the four vision-task conditions (CVC-C-LT, CVC-
C-PT, CVC-D-LT and CVC-D-PT). In this statistical test, the grasp points of OL3 or OS3 were removed in each 
condition and those of the four objects were averaged. There was significant main effect of vision-task condition 
(F(3, 27)= 107.25, p<.05), see Experiment 4 of Fig. 8. -hoc comparison of the above ANOVA was 
performed. The pair of CVC-C-LT and CVC-D-LT was no significant difference (p>.05) and the other pairs were 
significant difference (p<.05). Moreover, an OR-ANOVA was run on the grasp points of OL3 and OS3 that 
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subtracted the position of each center of gravity from these grasp points. There was no significant main effect of the 
grasp points of OL3 (F(3,27)=0.72, p>.05). 
7. Discussion 
The results of Experiments 1, 2 and 3 (NVC and CVC-A) show that the grasp points of LT in CVC are clearly 
switched to those of PT in NVC and the grasp points of PT in PVC are also switched to those of LT in NVC. Thus, 
these results indicate that the peripheral vision system plays an important role for the grasp point calculation of LT 
in NVC and the central vision system plays an important role for the calculation of VT and PT in NVC. However, 
because the visual fields in CVC and PVC were restricted, there was a possibility that participants could not 
correctly perform the intended grasping movements. In OL3 and OS3 that the center of each object is the center of 
gravity, the grasp points were almost consistent with the center of each object. This shows that participants could 
correctly grasp the objects even in CVC and PVC. 
In Experiment 3 (CVC-B), however, because the grasp points of LT in CVC-B were almost the centers of gravity, 
the grasp points were not switched to those of PT in NVC. There are two reasons to cause this result. The first is that 
in Experiment 3 (CVC-B) the participants were able to see the whole of each object at a time, while in Experiments 
1 (CVC) and 3 (CVC-A) they could see only a part of each object. The second is that the visual fields in CVC-B 
may contain a part of the peripheral vision system because the visible visual angle (12 deg) in CVC-B is too wide. 
In Experiment 4, we ascertained that in the visual angles of 12 deg and 16 deg the grasp point calculations were 
influenced by the peripheral vision system because in both of CVC-C and CVC-D the grasp points of LT were not 
switched to those of PT in NVC. Thus, we conclude that the central vision system mainly contributes the grasp point 
calculation of VT and PT and the peripheral vision system mainly contributes the calculation of LT. 
As mentioned above, Goodale and Milner [6,7] have proposed that the visual system accommodates two distinct 
-for- and -for- ) which rely respectively on the ventral and the dorsal 
visual streams. The difference of the grasp points of VT, LT and PT may be explained by the perception-action 
hypothesis: the ventral visual stream may mainly contribute the grasp point calculation of VT and PT, and the dorsal 
visual stream may mainly contribute the calculation of LT because the visual information in the central vision 
system is mainly projected to the ventral stream and that in the peripheral vision system is mainly projected to the 
dorsal stream. 
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